
Otters (Year R)  

Yet another week has passed us by, the children continue to amaze us with their attitude to school and their learning.  Well done! 

Next week we are looking at our cress seeds and seeing how much they have grown.  We will be looking at instructions on how we planted 

them and we will be writing about the changes we can see.  In maths, we will be revisiting and working with numbers and we will be revisiting 

how to make simple number sentences (using appropriate language).  We will be continue to revisit set 2 RWI phonics – phew a busy week!  

Other things to note: Please remember we have PE on Monday and Golden Mile Thursday (PE kits needed).  Forest school Wednesday and 

we change books Friday. 

 Owls (Year 1) Woodpeckers (Year 2) 

Maths This week in maths we will be learning about capacity and 

volume.  We will be investigating, measuring and recording 

capacity and volume.  We will also be solving problems.  

We will move on to learning about 2D and 3D shapes.  We will 

investigate the properties of these shapes, lines of symmetry on 

2D shapes, sorting shapes according to a range of criteria and 

looking at the similarities and differences of 2D and 3D shapes. 

Literacy This week in literacy we will be planning and writing our own 

dragon stories!  Using the dragons that we invented last 

week.  We will be thinking about the where our stories will be 

set and which characters will be in our stories.  We will be 

writing sentences with exciting adjectives and verbs that we 

were practising last week.  Thinking about our stories having 

a clear beginning, middle and end.  

Next week, we will be rewriting the Easter story.  We will focus 

on extending our sentences using conjunctions such as 'and, 

but, because, if and when'.  We will be using adjectives in our 

writing and some children will be thinking about great 

sentence starters and similes. 

Other things 

to note: 

  

Foundation Subjects 
Next week in: RE: Concluding our unit of work on prayer by completing our 

prayer tree, thank you mountain and sorry stones.  

Introducing our unit of work on Easter. 

Science: Learning about the seasons and springtime. 

Art/DT: We will be learning about Pointillism. 

Science: we will be looking at seasonal changes, specifically 

looking at winter and spring. 

Art: we will be exploring the technique of pointillism and linking 

this to spring. 

RE: we will continue to learn about different reasons for 

praying. 

PSHE: we will be thinking about friendships and resolving 

conflict. 

PE: tennis and The Golden Mile. 

 


